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A B S T R A C T
Recommender systems have been widely used in different application domains including energy-
preservation, e-commerce, healthcare, social media, etc. Such applications require the analysis and
mining of massive amounts of various types of user data, including demographics, preferences, social
interactions, etc. in order to develop accurate and precise recommender systems. Such datasets often
include sensitive information, yet most recommender systems are focusing on the models’ accuracy
and ignore issues related to security and the users’ privacy. Despite the efforts to overcome these
problems using different risk reduction techniques, none of them has been completely successful
in ensuring cryptographic security and protection of the users’ private information. To bridge this
gap, the blockchain technology is presented as a promising strategy to promote security and privacy
preservation in recommender systems, not only because of its security and privacy salient features,
but also due to its resilience, adaptability, fault tolerance and trust characteristics. This paper presents
a holistic review of blockchain-based recommender systems covering challenges, open issues and
solutions. Accordingly, a well-designed taxonomy is introduced to describe the security and privacy
challenges, overview existing frameworks and discuss their applications and benefits when using
blockchain before indicating opportunities for future research.

1. Introduction
Recommender systems (RSs), initially introduced to ad-

dress the problem of improving the customer experience and
retention in e-commerce sites Schafer et al. (1999) has since
become a ubiquitous and often anticipated functionality of
many online interactions, from movie and song recommen-
dations Deldjoo et al. (2020b) to applications related to
tourism Hong and Jung (2021), social networks Ghafari et al.
(2020), health Saha et al. (2020), energy and smart cities
Quijano-Sánchez et al. (2020), and many more.

The rise in popularity of Internet of things (IoT), Internet-
connected devices (e.g. mobile phones, tablets, laptops,
smart sensors, etc.), and sensors, has resulted in the gen-
eration of massive amounts of data Deebak and Al-Turjman
(2020); Katarya and Verma (2017). These huge quantities
of data, characterized by the “five V’s”, namely velocity,
variety, veracity, volume, and value is referred to as big
data Gupta and Katarya (2018). Having the ability to both
generate and process big data dramatically transformed
many aspects of everyday life, including social network
interactions, e-commerce, healthcare services, energy etc
Katarya and Verma (2018). Appropriate processing of big
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data can provide the users with significant knowledge about
their health, environment, and others Fu et al. (2018) and
allows them to adapt to changes on time. However, as perva-
sive and ubiquitous such applications are, the characteristics
of big data makes processing them a challenging problem.

While big data analytics have long been used to support
humans in processing such input and making decisions,
the need to introduce new, scalable RS algorithms that go
beyond the simple rating-based input and can incorporate
diverse types and huge amounts of data has become ev-
ident Zhang et al. (2019). In this context, the significant
advancement of machine learning has helped the RS com-
munity to move from traditional RSs, that use clustering,
nearest neighbors, matrix factorization, and collaborative
filtering Gupta and Katarya (2019); Katarya (2018), to a
new generation of RSs, which are powered by complex deep
learning systems Gupta and Katarya (2021a) and knowledge
graph Guo et al. (2020). This has brought rise to a broad
and diverse set of application domains for RSs, including e-
commerce Jerripothula et al. (2020), social media Anandhan
et al. (2018) and networks Eirinaki et al. (2018), e-learning
Wu et al. (2015), social behavior analysis Chen et al. (2019),
energy saving Himeur et al. (2021), healthcare Deng and
Huangfu (2019), IoT Wei et al. (2020), tourism Borràs et al.
(2014), fashion Nguyen et al. (2014), and food industry
Toledo et al. (2019), among others. Table 1 presents a
summary of various data sources that are used as input in
such RSs, in addition to the typical <user, item, rating>
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Table 1
Summary of the types of information used by Recommendation Systems.

Information Description

Item attributes
Descriptive information about the items (i.e. their features). Examples include
brand, color, model, category, place of origin, etc.

User attributes
Descriptive information about the users (i.e. their features). Examples include age,
marital status, education, demographics etc.

User ratings for the items Explicit user feedback, in the form of ratings. can be scalar or binary.

Implicit user preferences
Information that is implicitly derived and relates to the user’s choices. Examples are
clicks, tags, and comments.

Recommendation feedback
The user response to the recommendations. It is expressed as accept/reject values,
positive or negative labels, etc. Can be used to define (implicitly and explicitly)
the user preferences.

User behavioural information Implicit data recorded during the interaction of the user with the broader system.

Contextual information
Information on the context of recommendations. Examples are time, date, location,
user status etc.

Social information
Data related to the user’s social graph, including connections and interactions
with other users, friendship relations (or similar) to other users, community
membership, or both.

Domain knowledge
Background or prior information, empirical knowledge and rules that define the
relation between content items and the user stereotype. This type of knowledge
is usually static, but can also vary over time.

User purchase
or consumption history List of content items that have previously been purchased or consumed by the user.

triplets, demonstrating the diversity of information used in
RSs.

The value and sensitivity of such user-related data is
undeniable. While several researchers have looked into de-
veloping privacy-preserving RSs WAN (2018), the majority
of research that concerns developing new algorithms and
models disregards this very important aspect of privacy
and security, focusing on optimizing for accuracy and/or
scalability. In addition, RSs are vulnerable to external attacks
(e.g. injecting or manipulating data used for training the
models) by adversaries. When focusing on security and
privacy, ensuring that the data is safely stored has become
a much more challenging task in the age of cloud (and thus
decentralized) computing. Therefore, while there have been
efforts to employ various risk reduction techniques, none
of them has been completely successful, especially with
regards to cryptographic security and the protection of the
users’ private information. In the past few years, we have
observed the success of the blockchain technology as a de-
centralized way to ensure security and privacy preservation.
This technology can be leveraged to solve one of the biggest
challenges in RSs and thus this cross-domain area has started
to gain interest from researchers in both communities.

In that context, by integrating blockchain into RSs, it
becomes possible to (i) build trust-based and secure systems
using the benefits of blockchain-supported secure multi-
party computation, that adds smart contracts to the main
blockchain based RS protocol; (ii) secure the control of
users’ information because the blockchain enables a safe
data processing for the users in online portals. This is mainly

due to its secure distributed ledger used to store data transac-
tions; and (iii) provide the essential mechanisms for ensuring
data protection and data integrity by adopting some encryp-
tion technologies. All these features together, along with the
complicated structure and algorithms of blockchain, make
blockchain-based RSs harder to manipulate and tamper with
in comparison with conventional storage systems.

To that end, this paper presents, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, the first review of blockchain-based RSs. We
adopt a well-defined taxonomy to categorize the state-of-
the-art blockchain-based RSs We first discuss the security
and privacy challenges in RSs along with the characteristics,
working concept, and the blockchain’s potential impact on
RSs. Subsequently, the blockchain-based RS architecture is
explained followed by an overview of the main types of
blockchain-based RSs. Next, the applications of blockchain-
based RSs are described and various examples are portrayed.
We then conduct a critical analysis to identify the drawbacks
and limitations as well as open issues. Finally, we discuss
relevant future research directions that will attract significant
research and development in the near and far future. To
summarize, the contributions of this work are as follows:

• It develops a bridge between two research worlds
that can significantly benefit from each other, namely
“blockchain” and “recommender systems (RSs)”. It
creates a unique map for researchers on blockchain-
based RSs that comprises challenges, open issues, and
solutions and illustrates the main application domains.

• It provides a framework for the development of de-
centralized RSs that take advantage of the blockchain
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Figure 1: The main steps for introducing blockchain-based RS solutions and going beyond the current state of the art.

ledger to securely store data and separate them from
services.

• It compares the performance of various existing frame-
works with respect to different parameters, including
time computation and accuracy of recommendations,
to inform the state-of-the-art.

• It examines horizontal issues of RSs, such as scala-
bility, explainability, distributed processing, and load
balancing, which raise new research challenges for
blockchain researchers and developers.

• It provides a set of future directions and orientations
for improving the performance of blockchain-based
RSs and addressing some of the current challenges.

This paper follows a specific workflow in order to cover
the novel field of blockchain-based RSs and pave the path for
researchers in the field, as depicted in Fig. 1. We begin with
the open challenges of the more mature technology, which is
RSs, and the needs that blockchain can cover. We continue
with the main features of blockchain technology and explain
how they can fit the requirements of RSs. We then proposes a
core architecture for blockchain-based RSs and details on the
main implementation types that are available. The next steps
comprise the overview of application domains for the new
solution and the open issues that have arised so far. Finally,
the future research opportunities are presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of blockchain-based RSs, starting with
the main challenges of RSs and the main blockchain features
that can be of benefit to RSs, followed by a discussion on
the impact of blockchain’s use to future RSs, a presentation
of the main architecture of a blockchain-based RS, and the
various types of blockchain-based RSs and their applica-
tions. Section 3 includes a critical analysis that highlights the
drawbacks and limitations of the proposed technology and
discusses the main open issues, whereas Section 4 provides
the directions for future research on the topic. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper by highlighting the importance of

the proposed framework for the blockchain and RSs research
community.

2. Overview of blockchain-based RSs
The use of blockchain technology in RSs is rather new,

with the first paper been published in 2016 Frey et al.
(2016a), and the majority of related work having been pub-
lished within the last two years. In order to provide a proper
coverage of the field and discover the challenges and oppor-
tunities for further research, it is important: i) to perform a
review of related works and discuss their contributions, and
ii) to organize these into a comprehensive taxonomy that will
highlight the main research sub-areas and the active research
topics in each one of them.

This will allow readers to get a better understanding
of the various application domains of blockchain-based
RSs, learn about the characteristics of the two domains
(blockchain and RSs) and become aware of the challenges
that arise from their merging. At the same time, it will
allow researchers to gain useful insights on the future
research directions on this field and beyond, especially in
emerging technologies that are expected to affect research in
blockchain-based RSs in the near future. In order to better
organise the survey of related work in the area of blockchain-
based RSs, we follow the taxonomy illustrated in Fig. 2.
2.1. Security and privacy challenges in RSs (C)

As in all machine learning algorithms, the success of
RS models relies on the quality and quantity of data. The
more the system knows about the past history of a user, the
better the quality of the recommendations. Moreover, when
additional information such as the one included in Table 1
is incorporated, and the more accurate and detailed it is, the
more useful and personalized the recommendations made to
the user are. In this context, due to the sensitivity of users’
data, various security and privacy issues emerge from an
illegal access or vulnerable processing of such data Du et al.
(2018). The more specific the information about user profile,
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Blockchain based Recommender systems

Future directions Applications (A)
Types of blockchain

based RSs (T)

D1. Scalability in 

Blockchain-based RSs

D2. Explainability in RSs

D3. Federated Learning

O4. Cooperative Computing 

in blockchain-based RSs

O5. Blockchain-based RS

on edge/fog devices

O6. Reinforcement learning

for blockchain-based RS

A1. Energy

A2. Healthcare

A3. E-commerce

A4. Internet of things (IoT)

A5. Social networks

A6. E-learning

T1. Secure RSs

T2. Privacy preservation

based RSs

T3. Trust based RSs

Security and privacy

challenges in RSs (C)

Characteristics and 

working concept (W)
Blockchain potential 

impact (P)

C3. Secure communication

C2. Trustworthiness

C1. Privacy

P3. Decentralized and

collaborative RSs

P2. Secure multiparty

computation

P1. Privacy preservation

W3. Consensus algorithms

W2. Smart contracts

W1. Striking features (F)

F1. Decentralization

F2. Immutability

F1. Decentralization

F2. Immutability

Figure 2: Taxonomy of blockchain based RSs.

preferences, habits and actions, the larger the potential of
leaking and threatening the user’s privacy. Unfortunately,
current RS algorithms and implementations usually neglect
the potential leaks of personally identifiable information that
risk of malicious attacks and the threats they can bring to
user privacy Deldjoo et al. (2021).

A closely related concept is that of trust. In the context of
RSs, trust has multiple meanings. First, it is related to trust-
worthy and secure services - i.e. the users trust that the RS
handles their sensitive identifiable data properly and protects
their privacy. Second, the users should trust the generated
recommendations for their precision and correctness Wang
et al. (2018), in order to increase the chance of recommenda-
tions to be accepted. Finally, there is a third definition of trust
in the context of trust-aware recommendations Eirinaki et al.
(2014). This refers to social RSs that leverage the circle of
trust of the user to enhance the quality of recommendations.
The focus of this work is on the security and privacy-related
meanings of trust so the third meaning will not be elaborated
further.

C1. Privacy: In RSs, preserving the privacy of users is
of utmost importance, because the RS generally gathers
and stores various sensitive data related to the identity,
usage of utilities, preferences, social information, etc. Zhan
et al. (2010). If a potential intruder gains access to the RS
engine, it would be possible to mine and steal sensitive
user data, such as preferences, habits, location, etc. This
problem becomes even more prevalent in applications such
as healthcare, where the data stored might include even more
sensitive information Kaur et al. (2018); Xu et al. (2019).

Authentication is considered a key factor in almost any
knowledge-based system, and is the first layer of security in
the digital world. It also has an important contribution in
creating a trustful relation between the users and the RS.
To access the services of a RS, a user should first connect
to the RS network and authenticate themselves to the RS
platform, which inspects the reliability of claimed identities
by matching different user-related information. However,
another layer of vulnerability is introduced as most RSs
and the respective data are deployed and stored on third-
party cloud frameworks. This may increase the risk of users’
privacy violation.
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The subject of privacy protection and security in RS has
been studied from various aspects including the legal and
regulatory framework, and the technology-related data en-
cryption and distributed storage and processing techniques
Xu et al. (2018).
C2. Trustworthiness: The precision and correctness of the
recommendations can deteriorate due to several reasons, and
mainly due to the training process itself. Even in cases where
everything is done properly, the quality and trustworthiness
of the recommendations can be compromised, either due to
bias existing in the data, or due to malicious attacks. Despite
the many and clearly defined algorithms employed by the
recommendation engines, users are generally not provided
with enough data and convenient reasoning that will allow to
comprehend precisely why and how an item/action is being
recommended to them. This leads to “black-box” models,
which may hide inherent biases in the training dataset or the
overall design that might go undetected. Explainability of
recommendations is a prevalent challenge not only for RSs,
but for all ML models in general Li et al. (2020b); Zhang and
Chen (2020).

Finally, and most related to security and privacy, the
dataset and/or the model might be compromised by ma-
licious attacks aiming to achieve a particular outcome in
the recommendation process. RSs can suffer from different
kinds of malicious attacks launched by hackers who would
try to leak the identities of the authenticated users and
bias the recommendations, such as shilling attacks Cai and
Zhang (2019); Zhang and Wang (2020), adversarial attacks
Cao et al. (2020b); Deldjoo et al. (2020a), profile injection
attacks Williams et al. (2007); Zhang and Zhou (2014), and
poisoning attacks Fang et al. (2018); Hu et al. (2019).

Informally, the robustness of a RS measures its ability
to prevent attackers from manipulating its output. When
such attacks are targeted to rating-based RSs, they usually
include injection of fake information on a user profile (e.g.
fake ratings), generation of fake profiles that intentionally
rate specific items higher than others (which are randomly
assigned low ratings), or attacks to nuke specific items. To
that end, robustness, which refers to delivering stable, secure
and tailored recommendations, is becoming one of the most
challenging security issue for RSs Hurley (2011); Mobasher
et al. (2007).

A variety of strategies that can be employed to build RSs
in a more robust way have been proposed. CAPTCHA has
been successfully used in several online systems to identify
humans vs. robots and can be applied in the RS context as
well Ahn et al. (2003). Social trust Golbeck (2008) has also
been widely explored Resnick and Sami (2007, 2008) as
a way to identify adversary behaviors. A variety of robust
matrix factorization methods for designing attack-resistant
RSs have also been proposed Mehta and Hofmann (2008);
Mehta and Nejdl (2008). An overview of attack-resistant
RSs can be found in Aggarwal (2016) while a very recent
survey of attack-detection approaches for RSs has appeared
in Rezaimehr and Dadkhah (2021).

C3. Secure Communications: Although RSs need to im-
plement the minimum security requirements, communica-
tions between users and the RS engine should implement
all known security practices. RSs interact with users by
sending and collecting different kinds of data. Moreover,
data might be transmitted to remote cloud servers if the
RS requires important computation and storage resources
Alsubaei et al. (2019). Consequently, in RSs, the data com-
municated between a RS and users is usually assumed to be
correct and authenticated. However, in practical scenarios,
this assumption could be wrong since malicious users can
manipulate the information of authenticated users or bias
the recommendations for their own benefits O’Mahony et al.
(2005).
2.2. Blockchain-based RS: characteristics and

working concept (W)
RSs, initially appearing as content personalisation so-

lutions for the Web, quickly expanded to the real-life with
many applications ranging from health and wellness, to
tourism and energy efficiency. The last few years, IoT have
created a new landscape for applications (in smart cities and
homes, healthcare, agriculture etc), where recommendations
can be useful for many reasons. The ability of IoT to act as or
on behalf of human beings further expanded the applications
of IoT-based RSs and raised the need for human trust to the
generated (and directly actionable) recommendations.

The popularity of RSs and the profit that they can bring
to the sellers of the recommended products, has increased the
interest of sellers to bias recommendations and manipulate
the RSs for their benefit Adomavicius et al. (2019). Since
trust is one of the main requirements for the acceptance of
RSs technology, it is important to establish trust both to the
providers of information (e.g. users, sensors, etc.), to ensure
that they do not introduce bias Mohammadi et al. (2019),
and to the recommendation algorithms, for being robust to
adversarial attacks Du et al. (2018).

Blockchain offers a tamper-resistant ledger, where all
transactions are recorded in a decentralized network to guar-
antee anonymity, integrity, and data security. Its character-
istics may be used for RS development, where privacy and
trust are key values for the decision making process, and
can go beyond existing protocols for privacy-preserving data
collection Beg et al. (2021). For example, in healthcare,
users wish to share their sensitive information in exchange
of better medical recommendations, but still ask for privacy
and protection of their data from malicious adversaries (e.g.
confidentiality, protection from forgery or modifications)
Cao et al. (2019). Similarly, in social network RSs, users
may require privacy of their context or preferences (e.g.
they do not want to expose their exact location, or the exact
items they viewed or liked), whilst they still want recommen-
dations for similar items, actions or places Polatidis et al.
(2017).
W1. Striking features: Blockchain networks are governed
by the following properties:
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• Continuous availability: Unlike traditional servers,
blockchain practically never stops working, neither
due to failure, nor due to maintenance.

• Reliability: The system completes its operations con-
sistently and successfully, while providing explana-
tions for possible transaction failures.

• Openness: The blockchain does not single out specific
users or computers. The operating rules are open
and transparent, since blockchain also relies on us-
ing trusted mathematical algorithms for regulating
the behaviors of transactions. Moreover, exchanging
information between nodes in the blockchain sys-
tems does not necessitate mutual trust. On the other
hand, this feature depends on the type of blockchain,
where three main scenarios are identified: (i) public
blockchain, where it is completely open; (ii) consor-
tium blockchain, where it is open to particular groups
or organizations that have been given permission to
access it; and (iii) private blockchain, which is only
open to an entity or a specific user with a completely
internal control.

• Security: At the level of each transaction, blockchain
ensures that the property stays and is transferred to the
right users. As for the operation of the entire system,
blockchain protects users from theft, unauthorized
access, double spending and fraudulent transactions.
In doing so, blockchain relies on the concepts of
cryptography, consensus, and decentralization, where
data is organized in blocks and every block includes
a transaction (or bundle of transactions). Every new
block is linked to all its previous blocks using a cryp-
tographic chain, where it is nearly impossible to hack
it. Moreover, all transactions within the blocks should
be approved and decided by a consensus mechanism,
which ensures that every transaction is correct and
true. Asymmetric encryption algorithms are mainly
applied in the blockchain, where they are responsible
on completing encryption/decryption bay using two
asymmetric ciphers, the “public key” and the “pri-
vate key”. Commonly used asymmetric encryption
algorithms in blockchain are Rivest-Shamir-Adleman
(RSA) and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) Chandel
et al. (2019).

• Durability: Even in difficult conditions, the blockchain
can confirm, but also properly transfer ownership of its
data, while being resistant to a wide range of attacks.

• Final Stability: It can be seen from different perspec-
tives. Indeed, due to the way the blockchain works,
there are some cases where the answers given by the
system are not constant, but over time the whole sys-
tem eventually returns stable answers. Put differently,
stability also refers to the case in which there is a
positive rate of block arrivals and where blocks can
be approved for a fixed peer-to-peer network (P2P). In

this regard, the stability of blockchain-based RSs aims
at enabling an external observer in determining, in
finite time, which blocks will eventually be approved.

• Integrity: The behavior of the system does not include
logical errors. The blockchain maintains the integrity
of the data and ensures the security of transactions, as
well as their history.

Blockchain technology offers many advantages com-
pared to traditional database management systems (DBMSs)
for storing data. The characteristics may vary between
private consortium and public blockchains Mohan (2019);
Zheng et al. (2017), but they can be beneficial for RSs.

F1. Decentralization: The blockchain technology is
characterized by a decentralized form of consensus between
counterparties, with low transaction and control costs as
opposed to traditional centralized systems. The blockchain
contains information, similar to a database, but in a secure
way that maintains data in a P2P network. In other words,
the blockchain is a combination of computers connected to
each other instead of a central server, which means that the
whole network is decentralized. The peers that participate in
the blockchain and keep record of the transactions are the
keepers, who operate with specific protocols and perform
mining tasks for allowing the chain to expand with new
nodes.

In decentralized blockchain networks, the users who
keep the transaction records vote on the historical events
that they think are correct and according to these votes
the users (agents) of the system decide the status of the
blockchain using a consensus algorithm. The decentralized
nature of public blockchains (e.g. Bitcoin, Ethereum) means
that network participants must be able to reach an agreement
on the common state of the blockchain. Unanimous consen-
sus between network nodes results in a single blockchain
containing verified data, such as network-confirmed transac-
tions. However, network nodes cannot always reach a unan-
imous consensus on the future state of the blockchain. This
leads to forks that are all valid. In the decentralized trading
system, the creation of blockchain promoted a different way
of recording and processing information that does not need
to be trusted between the different entities involved in them
while reducing costs, i.e. blockchain removes the need for
trust between entities as they are subject to the authority of
the technical system that they are convinced is permanent,
indelible, and unalterable.

The recording of decentralized journals must not be
possessed by deceptive acts of individuals participating in
the network. To avoid this and prevent the counterparties
from taking such actions, penalties are usually imposed on
the wider social network. Fines range from loss of revenue to
natural costs associated with the global network resources.
In centralized payment networks, unanimity is achieved with
confidence in the recording of transactions. This trust can
be achieved either because extra money is given to secure
genuine transactions or because penalties are imposed in the
event of fraud.
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Decentralisation applies well to the case of RSs when
privacy Duriakova et al. (2019) or scalability Sardianos et al.
(2017) are the main concerns. In contrast to data obfuscation,
anonymisation, differential privacy, and encryption, which
are usually applied to centralized systems, decentralized
storage and processing of information used by the RSs (e.g.
user ratings) eliminate the need of users to exchange the
actual information with other users or a centralised node.
Instead, they can share only the minimum information for the
recommendation algorithm to operate. For example, in the
case of matrix factorization (MF), the users share only the
loss gradients of local MF models Duriakova et al. (2019).
When it is not possible to guarantee unlimited processing
and memory resources for storing and processing user rat-
ings, distributed solutions can be employed to distribute the
load among lower capacity peers, each one having access to
a smaller network of users and the information they share
Sardianos et al. (2017).

F2. Immutability: Immutability of records is one of the
most useful characteristics of blockchain technology, since
it protects the input data of the recommendation algorithm
from unwanted changes Hofmann et al. (2017). Immutability
facilitates the auditing process and brings more trust and
integrity to the data stored in the blockchain.

In order to store a transaction in the blockchain network,
a timestamp is added to it embedded into a “block” of
information that also contains the hash of the previous block
in the chain, and a hashing process cryptographically secures
it. When a block is tampered, the blockchain breaks, and the
reason for this break is directly available. For example, in the
case of collaborative filtering algorithms the main input for
the RS are the ratings of users for items (known as the utility
matrix). An adversarial attack may target the utility matrix
in order to modify ratings and affect the recommendations.
Using a public blockchain the ratings will be stored on a
large number of nodes, thus making it nearly impossible
to tamper with them. In a similar manner, when content-
based or knowledge-based RSs are employed to tackle the
sparsity of ratings, there is still the option for an attacker to
tamper with the user or item profiles by adding or removing
content, and consequently bias the recommendations. The
use of blockchain for storing profile information can take
advantage of the immutability property and protect this
information from unauthorised modifications.

F3. Auditability: Auditability is an official examination
and verification of transaction records performed by third
party experts either internally or externally. The ability of
blockchain to act as a distributed ledger, where transactions
are stored and validated by the participants on a continuous
basis, has shifted the centralised audit paradigm towards a
new self-auditing format Broby and Paul (2017).

The main problem in digital auditing is how to achieve
the consent of all parties and verify the history of events/transactions.
Centralized trading networks capitalise on trust to a centrally
controlled transaction auditing mechanism. The blockchain
trading system promoted a different way of transaction

auditing that does not rely on trust between the involved
entities. This trust can be built by investing to secure
genuine transactions or by detecting and penalizing fraud.
In a distributed ledger like blockchain, auditing brings new
challenges Liu et al. (2019). The malleability of transactions
leaves space for transaction modifications which are hard
to trace Andrychowicz et al. (2015). Another challenge for
auditors are blockchain forks, where two or more groups
decide to recognise only their own blocks as valid (e.g.
because all other blocks differ in size, or follow different
rules). In that case, auditors must be aware of long or short-
term forks in order to properly verify the transactions. A
major challenge for auditors relies on the way transactions
can be performed, using only the necessary private keys,
from any point of the network. This makes it harder to notice
all transactions that take place and validate their origins.

F4. Fault tolerance: Fault tolerance is the ability of
a system to continue to operate even in the presence of
errors. In general, fault tolerance is related to the concept
of reliability, i.e. the continuous uninterrupted operation of
a system, without fail. A fault tolerant system should be
able to manage both hardware and software faults, power
outages, and other types of problems that are unpredictable
in order to continue to meet its specifications. Fault tolerance
can be based on redundancy of processes and resources,
failure masking, and recovery using self-inspection and self-
healing capabilities Egwutuoha et al. (2013). Reliability
is the ability of a system to avoid failures, which occur
more frequently or are more severe, and also avoid longer
downtime, which is not acceptable to its users. Otherwise
the system is considered unreliable, i.e. it does not persuade
its users to use it.

When a faulty service fails equally for all users and all
of them face the same consequences, then the failure has
homogeneity, e.g. an inactive server computer displays a
similar message in browsers. When the service fails only to a
few users, and yet there are some other users who continue to
have the right service, then we have heterogeneity in failure,
which is often referred to as the Byzantine failure and is
one of the most difficult problems to solve in modern fault
tolerance systems. The difficulty mainly lies in the detection
of the fault, since the service status is constantly changing.

One of the main features of blockchain technology is
its ability to form consensus of all participants upon a
decentralized and shared transaction log. This decentralisa-
tion of trust is achieved by combining cryptography with
smart incentives that allow participants to agree on the state
changes of the ledger. The distributed nature of blockchain
that allows nodes to temporarily fail, and the consensus that
is achieved to a common state of the ledger, even when nodes
temporarily fail, makes it an ideal platform for developing
Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) solutions Lamport et al.
(1982).

In private or restricted blockchain environments, where
an individual enterprise or a credible authority is responsible
for the blockchain fault tolerance, the fully BFT may be
unnecessary. In situations like this, a crash fault-tolerant
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(CFT) consent protocol may be more than sufficient. In a
multilateral, collaborative and decentralized use case, novel
security methods that guarantee confidentiality, integrity,
and availability (CIA) are needed. BFT protocols that estab-
lish traceability and accountability of the various actors are
the required tools for achieving trust Stifter et al. (2019).

Trust is one of the factors that affects user acceptance of
RSs Pu et al. (2012) and can build on the competence and
usefulness of recommendations, as well as on the integrity
and consistency of the RS. Fault tolerance can be beneficial
in the latter direction, since it will guarantee the uninter-
rupted and benevolent operation of the recommendation
engine.
W2. Smart contracts: The advent of Ethereum blockchain
in 2015, introduced the concept of Smart Contracts. Smart
contracts are computer programs that codify the business
logic behind an agreement, which are activated and executed
when certain conditions are met automatically. They can be
securely deployed in blockchain, in order to guarantee to all
sides of the agreement that when all the pre-set conditions
are met, the contractual terms will be enforced automatically
and will always produce the same result for all parts of the
agreement. Smart contracts are automatically activated and
the transactions are recorded in the blockchain making the
information unchanged and unquestionable. This removes
the need for a third party entity to act as an arbitrator, and
avoids the influence or manipulation that this entity could
have applied to the execution of the contract. These proper-
ties add to the reliability and availability of smart contracts
and make them ideal tools for decentralized applications
(DApps).

Smart contracts are an important element in processing
information in the blockchain. If the blockchain represents
a secure process of distributed information storage, then
smart contracts complement this process by integrating it
into a standalone Turing machine. When the programming
language is Turing-Complete, which means that it allows
the calculation of complex operations and functions, smart
contracts can execute and process data on the blockchain
executed either automatically or after an external stimulus
that may come from an IoT device or from an external ERP
program. For example, for a truck that transports sensitive
products from point A to point B, the transport contract states
that the temperature should not rise above -10 degrees Cel-
sius. If for some reasons this temperature rises and becomes
-8 degrees Celsius then automatically a sensor informs the
blockchain and a smart contract “wakes up” and records this
movement. The final recipient is aware that the temperature
has risen above limits and can exercise penalties as stipulated
in the agreed contract. The fact that the smart contract code
runs on the blockchain makes it almost impossible to falsify
information. Also, the distributed structure of the program
and its simultaneous execution on all nodes of the network
prevents its execution by a malicious or a compromised node
that has been victim of a cyber-attack.

Smart contracts can be beneficial in the case of dis-
tributed machine learning frameworks, where participants

share data and local models that require resources for being
trained. Using smart contracts, participants can share their
models publicly on the blockchain, where they will be free
to use for inference. Primarily, this allows to create a value
chain of shared resources and secondly it leaves space for
profit, to the model providers, using rewarding schemes
Harris and Waggoner (2019). Smart contracts can be used to
check whether data or model updates (in the case of incre-
mental algorithms) have improved the model performance
that is periodically evaluated against a test dataset. Based on
the contribution, each partner is rewarded at the end of this
process. A distributed matrix factorisation scenario, where
various partners are sharing their local models can be an
ideal application of smart contracts in RSs Lisi et al. (2019).
W3. Consensus algorithms: Proof of Work (PoW) is the
oldest of consensus algorithms. It was first implemented in
Bitcoin, but the real idea has been around for quite some
time. In PoW, validators (referred to as miners) record the
data they want to add until they produce a specific solution.
The PoW protocol sets the conditions for what makes a block
valid. For example, only a block whose hash starts with 00
will be valid. Miners can modify a parameter in their data to
produce a different result for each guess, until they get the
correct hash. In large blockchains, the stake is quite high. To
compete with other miners, one needs a warehouse full of
hardware that would deliver high computing power to build
a valid blockchain. The reward, in mining, is the cost of these
machines and the electricity required to operate them. The
only way to recoup the initial investment is to do mining,
which is a great reward if a new block is successfully added
to the blockchain.

Proof of Stake (PoS) was proposed in the early days of
Bitcoin as an alternative of PoW. In a PoS system, no min-
ers, specialized material, or bulk application are required.
PoS does not rely to external resources (electric power or
harware), but on an internal mechanism - the encryption.
The rules differ in each protocol, but there is generally a
minimum amount of money that a user must possess to meet
the entry criteria. More specifically, validators’ money are
locked in wallets and validators bet on the next block of
transactions that will enter the blockchain. When a block is
selected by the protocol, stakers receive a percentage of the
transaction cost, depending on the amount they have bet (i.e.
locked). The more money they have locked in, the more they
earn. If they try to cheat by proposing invalid transactions,
they will lose a part (or all) of their share. So PoS relies on a
mechanism similar to PoW, where honesty is more profitable
than a dishonest behavior.

Many alternatives to the above have also been proposed
in the literature and have been adopted by other networks,
such as the Delayed PoW, Leased Proof of Stake Consensus,
Proof of Authority, Proof of Burn, Delegated Proof of Stake,
Hybrid PoW/PoS Consensus Sankar et al. (2017). The main
concept in all these consensus mechanisms is that stake-
holders create new blocks and are rewarded for this task,
whereas other nodes are verifying these blocks, which are
added to the blockchain. In order to secure the network and
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the information it holds, the cost of changing information is
increased since multiple nodes must be modified in order the
change to happen.
2.3. Blockchain’s potential impact on RSs (P)

The concept of trust is of utmost importance for RSs,
especially when collaborative filtering algorithms are em-
ployed. As explained in the introduction, it is of equal
importance for the RS to keep malicious users outside of
the network, and to guarantee that the information used by
the recommendation algorithm (e.g. ratings), the learned
models, and the produced recommendations are protected
from adversarial attacks. Blockchain and smart contracts
can be beneficial in this direction Yeh and Kashef (2020).
Security and trustworthiness are two features that blockchain
offers using the PoW and the immutability of the ledger
respectively.
P1. Privacy preservation: In RSs, recommendations are
generated based on users’ past data. To design accurate
and efficient RSs, large volumes of high quality data are
required. Consequently, companies and RS developers are
gathering massive quantities of user data, which are usually
very sensitive. However users’ privacy concerns are often
ignored. Companies and RS developers develop various risk
reduction strategies for addressing the privacy problems, in-
cluding cryptographic security, data anonymization and ob-
fuscation. Nonetheless, user data are still subject to various
security and privacy issues, such as transaction linkability,
recovery of encryption keys, etc. Blockchain offers novel
crypto-privacy methods to further strengthen data security
and privacy, thus allowing users to become anonymous and
protect their profiles from being exposed. Accordingly, to
preserve the user privacy and increase the security, block-
ckain uses different cryptographic strategies, among them:
(i) cryptographic hash functions, which help in creating a
unique output (as digest) to every data input (of any size)
Lu (2019); (ii) asymptotic cryptography approaches(olso
known as public key cryptography) which deploy two keys,
i.e. a public key and a private, key that are mathematically
related to each other He et al. (2017); (iii) cryptographic
addresses, which are alphanumeric sets of characters derived
from blockchain network users’ public keys based on cryp-
tographic hash functions Li et al. (2018). Decentralisation of
data is one of its advantages, which minimizes the risk of a
user profile to be completely retrieved even if one or a few
nodes are compromised. Keyless signature infrastructures
(KSIs) and SSL certificate devices that have been developed
for blockchain allow users to verify the integrity of their
data and signatures without revealing their keys. All these,
along with the resilience of the blockchain P2P architectures
are guarantees for a secure and seamless data processing
Niranjanamurthy et al. (2019).

Data tampering is among the most fascinating privacy
protection problems. Customers need to exchange their per-
sonal details with these online company sites for different
individual or business purposes Al Omar et al. (2019). Tak-
ing advantage of this exchange of knowledge about a person,

online business sites collect client details, including the most
confidential client information, to conduct a separate data
collection without the permission of the client. To some
degree there is a shortage of safe monitoring of client details
in such applications. Blockchain technology guarantees con-
fidentiality in the processing of data for clients on these web
platforms since it is a secure public ledger for storing data
transactions. With the use of smart contracts, blockchain-
based applications can guarantee the use of data for specific
purposes only (intent) and thus increase the trust of their
users McKinney et al. (2017).
P2. Secure multiparty computation: The penetration of
information and communication technology (ICTs) in our
everyday lives led to a data explosion Casino and Patsakis
(2019) and fed people with more choices that they can handle
or probably like. In order to filter information, we need more
personal data, which raises privacy issues for these schemes.
Although autonomous advisors can protect privacy, they do
not have the required efficiency to be broadly implemented.
Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) provides improved
anonymity and precision Zhou et al. (2021), so if it is
properly combined with blockchain, it can overcome privacy
and confidence challenges Bosri et al. (2021); Frey et al.
(2016a).
P3. Decentralized and collaborative RS: As a decentralized
infrastructure, blockchain is regarded as substitute to the
shared centralized data storage systems Wang et al. (2019a).
Authors in Harris and Waggoner (2019) developed a plat-
form for collaborative dataset creation and continuous ML
model update with the use of smart contracts. The model is
then made openly available on the blockchain for inference.
In order to ensure the consistency of the model with respect
to any test collection, both financial and non-financial (gam-
ified) compensation mechanisms can be promoted, for the
provision of good results. The Ethereum blockchain1, can
be the basis for a similar implementation.

Authors in Arif et al. (2020) present a data-sharing
framework scheme that employs a blockchain-based decen-
tralized network, where each node can be linked directly
to other nodes, in order to facilitate data exchange between
nodes. Each form of node has a unique structure and path for
the data communication. When the user node sends the des-
tination evaluation data to the server node, the server node
sends the data from the machine learning method to the user
node. The sensor transmits dynamic data to the user node
as a factor for finalizing the recommendation generation
phase. In the process of transmitting results, each node in the
blockchain network performs a number of functionalities,
involving chaining block, hashing, and broadcasting.

In Wang et al. (2019a), the authors introduce a decen-
tralized knowledge graph creation approach. They employ
crowdsourcing methods, supported by blockchain-powered
smart contracts in order to maintain openness, accountabil-
ity and auditability. The resulting decentralized knowledge
graph is the basis for a deep recommendation framework,

1https://github.com/ethereum
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the deep RS based on the decentralized knowledge graph Wang et al. (2019a).

and several case studies are used to confirm the efficacy of
the system. The authors intend to provide a new, decentral-
ized method to building the knowledge graph and serve as
a guide and direction for potential study and realistic use of
the knowledge graph. Fig. 3 portrays the flowchart of the
deep RS based on the decentralized knowledge graph. The
overall model can be split into two main components, i.e.
the on-chain component and off-chain component. The for-
mer focuses at building a domain knowledge graph through
crowdsourcing and that is activated by blockchain-powered
smart contracts, while the latter employs the decentralized
knowledge graph for producing the recommendations.

The authors of Arora et al. (2020) bring into consider-
ation the facets of blockchain and deep learning elements
of the market as the future of artificial intelligence in the
business scenario. The report also includes the advantages
and risks of utilizing artificial intelligence in industry. The
study collects results from the usage and deployment of
blockchain and deep learning components.

In Wibowo et al. (2019), the authors propose a method
for automating the security of the Internet utilizing white-
list packet filtering. In order to decide the filtering laws,
smart contracts are used to provide protected communication
media. Meanwhile, the controller streamlines packet filtering
by implementing the defined forwarding rules in the network
switches. The authors also evaluate white-list packet filtering
using Mininet for network emulation and Ethereum Rinkeby
networks for smart contract implementation. The outcome

indicates that the suggested white-list scheme is capable of
filtering the packet without resulting in excessive latency.
2.4. Blockchain-based RS architecture

The main architecture of the blockchain can be decom-
posed into three layers, namely the Protocol, the Extension,
and the Application layer. The Protocol layer implements
the P2P protocol, the consensus algorithm, and data storage.
In particular, it consists of two components: i) the storage
layer that stores all the user-item transaction data in the
blockchain, and ii) the network layer that contains the peer
nodes that run the distributed algorithm and carry the en-
crypted signature. The encrypted transaction blocks can be
stored in private blockchain services such as Hyperledger
Fabric, or take advantage of cloud-based solutions such as
Microsoft’s blockchain-as-a-service or Amazon’s managed
blockchain Lu (2018).

On top of the Protocol layer is the Extension layer that
can implement the business logic and algorithms of the RS
using smart contracts. Ethereum or Hyperledger Fabric can
be used for this task and they should offer the required
functionality in the form of APIs. One or more RS algo-
rithms can be accessed, such as the memory-based, user-
based Resnick et al. (1994) and item-based collaborative
filtering (CF) algorithms Sarwar et al. (2001), the model-
based matrix factorization models such as the original SVD-
based one Koren et al. (2009) and its variations (e.g. SVD++
Koren (2010) and non-negative matrix factorization Gillis
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(2020)), as well as models are much more flexible in terms
of adding additional sources of information on top of ratings,
such as social recommender algorithms Gulati and Eirinaki
(2019); Jamali and Ester (2010); Ma et al. (2008) or the
embeddings-based factorization machines Kula (2015).

The definition of the information that is used to model
users, recommendation items/actions and prior knowledge,
and the representation model employed for storing user
preferences, behaviour and feedback (e.g. a utility matrix,
a social graph, a knowledge graph, a rule database, a deep
neural network, etc.) are two main decisions that affect
the implementation of the RS. In addition, the decision on
whether, when, and how the model is updated sets require-
ments that affect the architectural choices. The last and more
important decision is on which recommendation algorithm
to use. The algorithm properties, e.g. if it is incremental,
online, distributed, synchronous, etc., as well as specific
characteristics with respect to what types of data input it
accepts, and other concerns, such as ratings sparsity etc., are
of big importance in making such a decision.

Apart from the functional requirements of an RS, which
mainly focus on the quality of the generated recommenda-
tions, there is a long list of non-functional requirements that
are important for the successful delivery of recommenda-
tions. They include adaptability, response time, scalability,
performance, security and privacy, among others. The ma-
jority of privacy solutions for RSs mainly rely on centralized
schemes, which raises privacy concerns. The decentraliza-
tion of user-related data can be beneficial for scalability
Sardianos et al. (2017) and user privacy Berkovsky et al.
(2007). However, it can affect the quality of recommenda-
tions, which is strongly related to data sparsity and repre-
sentativeness of users and items in each partition.

The protection of user privacy can be achieved by: i)
defining an access policy to data and models, ii) maintaining
the statistical properties of data whilst anonymising the
original data in a way to avoid their revelation, and iii) using
cryptography techniques to mask data without affecting the
quality of the algorithm results.

Blockchain is a decentralized ledger of all transactions
across a P2P network. By adopting the blockchain tech-
nology in RSs, users are able to approve recommendations
or transactions without the necessity of a central certify-
ing authority. Fig. 4 illustrates a general flowchart of a
blockchain-based RS. Typically, one of the main assets of
recommendation systems is the data contributed by users
or item providers in the form of profile, descriptions, feed-
back etc. Therefore, users can use blockchain for storing
sensitive information needed by RSs, e.g. preferences and
selected items, digital transactions, special needs, personal
identifying information, rating feedback, etc., which will
be encrypted and secured. The company/RS owner gathers
and stores other useful data for the RS in the blockchain
network for avoiding hackers’ attacks and any other dan-
gers. In matrix factorisation, which is the state-of-the-art
approach in collaborative filtering algorithms for RSs, the
utility matrix R of ratings provided by a set of users U for

a set of items T is the key knowledge employed by the
algorithm. The matrix R is factorised in order to obtain
user and item profiles and make recommendations based
on the approximations of missing ratings. With the use of
blockchain the user-provided ratings are encrypted before
being sent to the recommendation engine and the same holds
for the matrix derivatives, with the use of a crypto service
provider (CSP). As depicted in Algorithm 1, the process
begins with collecting (lines 1-5) and encrypting each rating
of a user for an item using the public key of the CSP. The
encrypted ratings are sent to the recommendation engine
which generates random masks for each rating, encrypts
them and sends them back to the CSP. In the matrix factori-
sation step (lines 6-12), the CSP decrypts the masked ratings
(i.e. rj + mj), computes their d-dimensional vector repre-
sentations, encrypts them and sends them back to the RS.
The RS unencrypts the d-dimensional vectors, and removes
the respective mask vectors to get the final approximations.
The rating approximation process is repeated until a stopping
criterion is met.

Blockchain technologies combine the advantages of their
distributed nature with the use of cryptography in order to
guarantee privacy and immutability of data. At the same
time, using smart contracts blockchain technologies can
guarantee the proper execution of the algorithms on the
right data, thus adding to the security of the whole process.
What is important in the case of any application that is
ported on the blockchain, and also in RSs, is to properly
define what type of information is stored in the blockchain,
how it is encoded, and how this information is fed to the
recommendation algorithm.

The amount of information exchanged between nodes,
the amount and format of information stored in each node
and the computation load of each node, affect the overall
performance and privacy as well as the scalability of the
solution. Moreover, choosing a blockchain platform is the
first step in developing the blockchain-based RS, and for
doing this is important to review the main characteristics of
platforms, such as the block size, the block count in the main
chain (chain height) and the speed of transaction processing.
Bitcoin offers a block size of 1 million transactions, whereas
it comes third in the transaction processing speed after
Ethereum and Bitcoin.
2.5. Types of Blockchain-based RSs (T)
T1. Secure RSs

Secure RSs are generally built using a blockchain proto-
col supporting smart contracts and resolve different infor-
mation management problems, e.g. integrity, security and
authenticity, using the concepts of cryptography and hash
functions Idrees et al. (2021). In this context, the authors in
Lisi et al. (2019) introduce a smart contract-based RS (see
Fig. 5) that relies on Distributed Ledger Technology Wood
et al. (2014) and Ethereum TestNet. The principal main
operations provided by the RS include registering new users
(Register), creating new items/actions (Create item/action),
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Algorithm 1 A blockchain-based implementation of collaborative filtering algorithms that use the ratings matrix
1: procedure COLLECTUSERRATING(, tj, rj) ▷ user  rates item tj
2: User: encrypt rating rj ←→ Enc.rj/
3: send ., tj, Enc.rj// to the RS
4: RS: mask rating Enc.rj/ ←→ ER.rj/ = Enc.rj +mj/
5: send the masked and encrypted rating ER.rj/ to the CSP
6: procedure MATRIXFACTORISATION(ER.rj/) ▷ Ratings’ matrix M is approximated
7: CSP: decrypt ER.rj/ ←→ ., tj, rj +mj/
8: set the d-dimensional vectors and compute their encryption EV.rj +m,j/
9: send the encrypted EV.rj,m,j/ to the RS

10: RS: decrypt EV.rj,m,j/ and remove masks
11: update rating matrix approximation R
12: verify stopping criteria
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Figure 4: A general block-diagram of a blockchain-based RS.

rating existing items/actions (Rate item/action), and com-
puting the scores of existing items/actions (Compute score).
The RS allows decentralized ratings, ranking of several
items/actions, and it is designed over a platform running
smart contracts on a public blockchain, without any cen-
tralized authority. The capabilities of the framework have
been widened via the integration of an authorization process,
which gathers preferences exclusively from users eligible for
rating the items/actions. To demonstrate the feasibility of
the solution, a prototype of a decentralized recommendation
system was designed and deployed on the Ethereum TestNet,
and a series of experiments were included to determine its
performance.

In a similar manner, in Khatoon (2020), a smart contract-
based RS that enables managing medical data management
and streamlining complex medical procedures, is proposed.
In addition, a comprehensive study has been conducted to
investigate the use of blockchain in healthcare workflows
and the feasibility of smart contract-based frameworks in
different use scenarios when realistic clinical databases are
considered.

T2. Privacy-preserving RSs
Recommendations are generated by analyzing users’

data. Consequently, a massive amount of high quality data
are required to infer personalized and accurate recommen-
dations. However, significant quantities of personal users’
data are gathered, which are often highly sensitive and
ignoring users’ privacy concerns. Although in the past
the developers of RSs have employed various privacy-
preserving approaches to overcome these concerns, WAN
(2018); Casino et al. (2019b); Zhan et al. (2010), none of
them is able to guarantee cryptographic security. To bridge
the chasm, the characteristics of blockchain in terms of
supporting secure multiparty computation have been used
in Frey et al. (2016a). In that way, potential users can allow
RSs to generate personalized recommendations for them,
disclosing their personal data. This results in reducing frauds
and misuses, and a higher willingness for data sharing from
the end users’ point of view. Similarly, the authors in Bosri
et al. (2021) propose a privacy-preserving platform for a
recommendation system through the integration of artificial
intelligence and blockchain. The platform gives the user
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Figure 5: A decentralized blockchain -based RS proposed in Lisi et al. (2019).

a secure environment in which data can be used with the
required permission.

Although decentralized RSs have good privacy protec-
tion capabilities, they still miss the required efficiency to
be broadly accepted. Therefore, the authors in Casino and
Patsakis (2019) have adopted blockchain as the core of a
decentralized RS, where they have equipped it with a wide
range of characteristics and in parallel, preserved users’ pri-
vacy. The employed decentralized locality sensitive hashing
classification, in addition to an ensemble of recommendation
engines with reference to the manner in which data has been
handled by users. Fig. 6 illustrates a typical flowchart of a
secure RS based on the combination of blockchain and deep
learning Arora et al. (2020).
T3. Trust-based RSs

Trust is an essential parameter to develop efficient RSs
with accurate decision making. By using blockchain in RSs,
it becomes possible to guarantee trust between users Mo-
hammadi et al. (2019); Yeh and Kashef (2020). In this
category of RSs, secure and trust-based frameworks are
developed by the adoption of blockchain-supported secure
multiparty computation and the addition of smart contracts
within the principal blockchain protocol. Therefore, this
helps in designing reliable RSs for collaboratively creating
trust-based databases and hosting steadily updated models
using smart contract systems. Moving forward, the accuracy
of these models can be assessed using incentive mechanisms
offering a completely trust-based RS with acceptable perfor-
mance Porkodi and Kesavaraja (2020).
2.6. Applications of Blockchain-based RSs (A1)
A1. Energy

RSs in the energy sector aim to conserve natural re-
sources, maximize users’ savings, and to build a relationship

of trust in which users share their data and the system
influences their behavior. This interaction allows the system
to collect more data of high quality regarding a user’s real
preferences, but also positively influences the users’ future
behavior toward more sustainable actions Alsalemi et al.
(2021); Dahihande et al. (2020); Sardianos et al. (2020b).
However, when designing energy efficiency based RSs, eval-
uating the recommendations’ engine accuracy is a contin-
uous process due to the instability of energy usage users’
preferences. To achieve this, it is important to motivate users
to contribute their activity data and adopt a data collection
methodology that will feed the RS. Platform analytics, rat-
ings, and user surveys are all good inputs for RSs but at the
same time, they act as the indicators of recommendations’
accuracy Sardianos et al. (2020a). An important goal is
to guide users so as to gather their energy consumption
feedback intensively through ratings and likes (explicit) but
more importantly through usage and activity data, which
is the asset for the .EM/3 RS platform 2, which has been
developed to encourage energy efficiency in buildings using
behavioral change based on RSs, micro-moment analysis,
and AI. Hence, this increases the data repository and the
quality of extracted knowledge.

On the other hand, smart grids are expected to offer a
range of advantages to both consumers and energy providers
through smart metering and data sharing. That being said,
smart meters creates a range of privacy problems if con-
sumption data is analyzed. When sharing data, apart from
privacy, it is important to ensure data reliability Rubio et al.
(2017). Therefore, the development of secure blockchain-
enabled smart meters is receiving an increasing interest
as the actual utility meters enable easy manipulations to
give incorrect readings and generate corrupt bills, which

2http://em3.qu.edu.qa/
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Figure 6: The overall architecture of a secure RS based on blockchain and AI Lisi et al. (2019).

leads tremendous financial losses for utility companies. For
example, in Bokhari et al. (2019), Bokhari et al.utilize smart
meters in tandem with an Ethereum-based blockchain for
increasin the security of energy usage data. While in Hassan
et al. (2019), a blockchain based solution was designed for
auctioning the micro-grid resources. To maintain the privacy
and security of the auction, differential privacy strategies
to ensure the disability of adversaries to access or alter
individuals’ private information.

Moreover, the public and legislators have recently voiced
concerns about the security, privacy, and transparency of IoT
sensing devices. Blockchain and distributed ledger systems
have provided alternatives by transparently bridging two or
more untrustworthy parties. In this regard, a new architec-
ture, which incorporates a control system and automations in
an intelligent building energy RS, was developed in Rahman
et al. (2020).
A2. Healthcare

The vast amount of medical data generated every second
have given rise to both a huge opportunity in analysing
them in order to help healthcare experts to make patient-
oriented decisions, and also to concerns related to privacy
and security due to the high sensitivity of medical records.

Therefore, the necessity of using RSs for helping healthcare
experts make effective and precise health-related decisions
has emerged Tran et al. (2020); Yong et al. (2020). In this
context, the use of blockchain can help patients become true
owners of their medical data and history. To that end, an
increasing attention is put towards developing blockchain-
based RSs for the healthcare domain. For example, in Bhard-
waj and Datta (2020) the authors present an RS for pa-
tients with diabetes, which stores patient records in the
blockchain, making them the true owners of their medical
history. Blockchain allows P2P information exchange with-
out the need of a reliable third party to verify transactions.
The medical personnel gets access to the data, whereas pa-
tients can decide whether to share their data with more users
(e.g. family, or caregivers). The RS employs information
about a person’s condition (e.g. heart rate, weight, sugar
level, etc.) and lifestyle choices, and creates a knowledge
graph. The graph is used to recommend activities (e.g.
exercising, eating healthy) that promote healthier habits.

In Abbas et al. (2020), blockchain is used for securing
all the data (i.e. data about suppliers, manufacturers, dis-
tributors, etc. and system assets and transactions) related
to the drug supply chain management. Each transaction
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is validated by other users, appended to the blockchain,
and executed. Using smart-contracts, the proposed archi-
tecture implements business terms and conditions. In order
to avoid delays, the smart-contracts are deployed only to
those network nodes that are responsible for the validation
of transactions. The recommendation engine builds on top
of patient reviews and comments about medicines. Using the
positive/negative reviews and the patient medical condition,
the engine is able to recommend the most appropriate and
top-rated drugs for the specific patient conditions, using a
content-based recommendation approach.
A3. E-Commerce

In most e-commerce-based RSs, recommendations are
inferred from user data using collaborative filtering tech-
niques. As a result, organizations are storing vast amounts
of confidential consumer data. Given the sensitivity of such
data, the consumers’ privacy concerns should no longer be
ignored Ali et al. (2020). Dealing with customer profiles
while respecting people’s right to privacy remains a major
concern in e-commerce. Secure management of confidential
data is vital to encouraging consumers to share their con-
sumption data and enable businesses to make personalized
recommendations Liu and Li (2020); Schuetz and Venkatesh
(2020).

The work done in Frey et al. (2016a) presents a novel rec-
ommendation method leveraging the benefits of safe multi-
party computing supported by blockchain. By applying the
aforementioned method, any potential customer can allow
an organization to use a recommendation algorithm without
sharing their personal details.

Cognitive systems, IoT, and blockchain technologies are
three areas that have resulted in various software devel-
opment revolutions. It appears that combining these fields
could contribute to the emergence of an intriguing field.
Thus, a RS is developed to investigate the applicability of the
suggested framework for IoT based on cognitive frameworks
and block-chain technologies Wang et al. (2019a). Observed
results verify the superiority of the developed RS over other
options.

In Patel et al. (2020), KiRTi, a deep learning-based credit
RS which uses blockchain for facilitating smart lending
operations between prospective borrowers and prospective
lenders is proposed. This helps in eliminating the require-
ment of third-party credit rating agencies for credit score
generation. Authors in Lisi et al. (2019) suggest an alter-
native solution for developing a general-purpose RS that is
built on Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) to provide
users with a more transparent ranking strategy. The proposed
system graduates decentralized ratings, the ranking of vari-
ous items, and is designed on top of a system that manages
smart contracts on a shared blockchain with the absence of
any centralized authority. The system’s capabilities are also
enhanced with the addition of an authorization module that
extracts inclinations only from users who are authorized to
rank the items. To demonstrate the feasibility of the solution,
a prototype of a decentralized recommendation system was

designed and deployed on the Ethereum TestNet, and a series
of experiments were included to determine its performance.

The research presented in Frey et al. (2016b) suggests a
novel approach for a future shopping system. A blockchain-
based storage network protects customers’ personal informa-
tion. The system, which is based on the bitcoin protocol,
can transact encrypted data in a tamper-proof manner and
run secure multiparty computations with the input data
only accessible by the data owner. As a result, a potential
customer can allow a company to use functions such as a
recommendation algorithm without revealing personal infor-
mation. An entirely new shopping experience emerges when
a low-energy transmitter (beacon) is used in conjunction.
Based on encrypted personal data, the beacon automatically
initiates a recommendation process.
A4. Internet of things (IoT)

Recent improvements in IoT have made it possible to
implement smart city solutions (e.g. smart parking, traffic
management, etc.) that employ RSs to provide suggestions to
the users. The non-confidential sharing of user information
with an untrusted/semi-trusted RS may infringe privacy, as
user behavior and mobility patterns could be deduced by
performing analysis of their prior actions. The authors in
Saleem et al. (2020) present two solutions that retain the
confidentiality of users patterns in parking RSs by employ-
ing k-anonymity (anonymisation) and differential privacy
(perturbation) strategies whilst observing previous parking
history. In particular, the k-anonymity method builds an
anonymised database from an initial database containing
users’ preferences, while differential encryption disturbs the
query response using the Laplace mechanism, rendering
users indistinguishable in both methods and thus retaining
privacy.

Blockchain, IoT, and cognitive technologies are some of
the biggest technological advances in this era, which can be
combined to provide smarter and more secure solutions. In
this regard, in Porkodi and Kesavaraja (2020), existing vari-
ations of the aforementioned technologies are investigated,
and a system for blockchain-based cognitive IoT is proposed
for building trust over a reliable and secure RS. Authors in
Putra et al. (2020) proposed the decentralization of intrusion
detection systems (IDS) for networks, which uses blockchain
to substitute the centralized processing with safe cooperation
and solves some of the centralized IDS challenges.
A5. Social networks

Recently, huge quantities of information, such as text
(tweets, comments, .etc), images, videos, and documents
are shared on social networks Katarya et al. (2016). Due
to the significant sharing of information through social net-
works, the information overload issue has been raised. Con-
sequently various social network platforms employ RSs for
overcoming this problem and suggesting valuable informa-
tion to specified users Anandhan et al. (2018).

Using recommendation engines, different mobile appli-
cations can be suggested to mobile users. The vast volume
of data and user information that is collected raises an issue
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of security and user privacy. In this context, a study of
recommendations and trends in e-commerce technology and
mobile applications is carried out in Umekwudo and Shim
(2020). It explains how the blockchain can be integrated into
the collective filtering recommendation systems so that users
can configure their data protection and confidentiality.

In Jiang and Zhang (2019), Jiang et al. utilize the
blockchain to develop an online social network (OSN)-
based RS framework integrating the benefits of conventional
centralized OSNs and distributed OSNs. Typically, by using
smart contracts, the blockchain is considered as a trusted
server for providing essential control services.
A6. E-learning
Nowadays, each aspect of the society is advancing and
individuals are always looking for improvements for staying
competitive in their careers. One of the significant tech-
nologies to achieve this goal is via adopting e-learning,
which is significantly transforming the way in which learn-
ing is offered for learners De Medio et al. (2020); Maatuk
et al. (2021). Navigating this wealth of information (which
courses to take, from which instructors, institutions etc)
has become a concern. In this context, RSs are used to
assist learners with on time, tailored and engaging advice
after an automatic identification of their preferences Tarus
et al. (2018). In addition to courses delivered completely
online, more and more in-person courses are accompanied
by an online component, usually delivered via a learning
management system (LMS). In this context, RSs can be
used to generate recommendations on which courses to
take next, how to improve one’s grade, etc. However, such
systems also store and process sensitive information (student
IDs, grades, etc.). Existing technologies deployed in the e-
learning platforms have raised some privacy and security
issues (e.g. the leakage of private information, cybersecu-
rity attacks, etc.), and hence resolving these problems has
become essential for the users. In this context, the blockchain
technology has the power to transform education and the
use of RSs in e-learning environments in several ways Lam
and Dongol (2020); Ullah et al. (2021). In Mikroyannidis
et al. (2018) authors investigate the uses of Smart blockchain
Badges (SMB) in data science education. They examine how
SMBs will help learners with the intention of advancing their
careers in data science by providing personalised tips based
on their learning accomplishments. The study is carried out
to improve data science accreditation by implementing a
secure framework based on blockchain technology.

Table 2 summarises the various blockchain-based RS
frameworks described previously and their characteristics,
including the year of publication, classification, adopted
methodology, targeted application and the main advantages
of each framework.

3. Critical analysis and open issues

3.1. Comparative study
Although the increasing attention put towards the devel-

opment of blockchain-based RSs, comparing the empirical
performance of existing frameworks to inform the state-of-
the-art is still very challenging and it is also difficult to
faithfully comprehend the potential pros and cons associated
with competing blockchain-based RS models. This is mainly
due to various issues and aspects that are impeding the
reproducibility of the empirical results and hence prevent a
fair comparison of the performance under the same context,
which they can be summarized as follows: (i) it is difficult
(even impossible) to assess the generality of blockchain-
based RS frameworks as most of them are evaluated on com-
pletely different environments, for performing different tasks
and using different kinds of datasets (with different number
of users, etc). Moreover, data is often preprocessed, resam-
pled and/or augmented based on the specific need of each
framework; (ii) there is no baseline available for comparison
and most of the existing frameworks are just presenting case
studies for illustrating the validity of their systems; (iii) there
is a significant lack of comparative studies assessing the
performance of blockchain-based RSs as this is a new topic
and further effort is needed to create appropriate toolkits for
comparison and benchmarking purposes. Accordingly, most
of the existing studies were just evaluating their algorithms
in comparison with their variants and/or versus trivial base-
line approaches; (iv) distinct benchmarking metrics were
employed in existing frameworks based on the targeted tasks
and applications, thus making it virtually impossible to fairly
determine the state-of-the-art.

In the reviewed works, datasets are used to evaluate and
benchmark the developed RSs. In some contributions, whilst
not published, raw data is collected and prepared by the
authors and are used to evaluate recommendation perfor-
mance. On the other hand, a number of proposed solutions
utilize existing databases, such as the MovieLens dataset
Casino and Patsakis (2019), the MNIST dataset Harris and
Waggoner (2019), microblogPCU dataset Jiang and Zhang
(2019), human resources job offer dataset Mikroyannidis
et al. (2018), and e-commerce shopping data Frey et al.
(2016a) among others. Such datasets are instrumental tools
to understand the applicability of the proposed systems in
real-life scenarios.

Despite the aforementioned issues, we attempt to con-
duct a comparative analysis of different blockchain-based
RS models using what we have at hand as results. Table
3 reports the characteristics and performance results of the
frameworks used in the comparison with regard to the pub-
lication year, implemented approach, computational time
and recommendation accuracy. First of all, it seems obvious
that all the approaches described in the table are proposed
recently as part of the recent movement of the RS com-
munity to integrate blockchain into RSs. Thus, regarding
the time computation, it can be clearly seen that it varies
significantly from a framework to another. This is due to
the type of the blockchain platform deployed, cryptographic
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Table 2
Summary of the relevant blockchain-based RSs discussed in this paper and their characteristics with referencing their classifications
and target applications .

Work Year Class of RS Method Application Advantages
Frey et al. (2016a) 2016 Secure RS Blockchain-supported secure multiparty E-Commerce Address privacy concerns and guarantee

computation. cryptographic secureness.
Mikroyannidis et al. (2018) 2018 Secure RS Smart blockchain badges using smart E-learning Address the issues of using blockchain for data

contracts. science education in industry.
Al Omar et al. (2019) 2019 Privacy-preserving RS Privacy-securing platform using distributed E-Commerce Ensure client information protection utilizing

ledger attribute of blockchain (online shopping) blockchain technology.
Lisi et al. (2019) 2019 Secure RS Decentralized distributed Ledger E-Commerce Provides users with transparent and decentralized

technology platform rating strategy.
Casino and Patsakis (2019) 2019 Privacy-preserving RS Blockchain+decentralized E-Commerce (movies Use blockchain as the backbone of a

locality sensitive recommendation) decentralized RS to ensure users’ privacy.
Wang et al. (2019a) 2019 Privacy-preserving RS Decentralized construction of E-Commerce Guarantee the transparency, integrity, and

knowledge graphs for deep RSs (enterprise information) auditability using blockchain-powered
(blockchain-powered smart contracts) smart contracts

Harris and Waggoner (2019) 2019 Privacy-preserving RS Decentralized and collaborative E-Commerce Collaborative building of datasets and use of smart
AI on a blockchain platform contracts to host a continuously updated model.

Jiang and Zhang (2019) 2019 Secure RS Blockchain-based decentralized Social networks Provide safe, and privacy-aware functionalities
online RSs of authentication and newsfeed notification.

Rahman et al. (2020) 2020 Secure RS Combination of IoT, Software-Defined Smart energy Improve privacy accessibility, integrity, and
Networking (SDN) and blockchain management overall security.

Porkodi and Kesavaraja (2020) 2020 Trust-based RS Rs based IoT blockchain network with Social networks Increase the trust of the users in the RS and
cognitive framework and guarantee a high-level of security.

Bhardwaj and Datta (2020) 2020 Privacy-preserving RS Blockchain based platform with ML IoT networks Preserve the privacy of users and allow a secure
algorithms and optimization process. sharing of data with healthcare experts.

Abbas et al. (2020) 2020 Secure RS Blockchain and ML-based medicine IoT networks Provide trusted and secure recommendations .
supply chain management and RS. and prevent recommending counterfeit medicines.

Patel et al. (2020) 2020 Secure RS Combination of deep learning and E-Commerce (financial Facilitate a trust based recommender ecosystem.
blockchain-powered smart contracts. transactions)

Yeh and Kashef (2020) 2020 Trust-based RS Design secure databases using Social networks Ensure High-level of security and and host steadily
blockchain-powered smart contracts. updated models.

Arif et al. (2020) 2020 Secure RS Blockchain-based data-sharing system. E-Commerce Secure data circulation between nodes in Rss and
(online tourism) handle data circulation from various nodes.

Lisi et al. (2021) 2021 Privacy-preserving RS Decentralized rating framework based on E-Commerce Provide decentralization, review immutability and
Blockchain based Ethereum platform. persistency.

Table 3
Performance comparison of existing blockchain-based RS frameworks.

work Year Approach Time compelxity Accuracy
(ms) (in %)

Casino et al. Casino and Patsakis (2019) 2019 Blockchain-based privacy-preserving RS using - 90.6
a collaborative filtering architecture

Lisi et al. Lisi et al. (2019) 2019 A smart contract based RS built on top of 2000
distributed ledger platform

Private-Rec Bosri et al. (2021) 2019 AI-based privacy-preserving recommender 1.57 -
system ensuring user data privacy.

Wang et al. Wang et al. (2019a) 2019 Decentralized knowledge graphs for deep RSs - 83.3
using blockchain-powered smart contracts

Arif et al. Arif et al. (2020) 2020 Blockchain-based RS that enables decentralized 203.6 -
data sharing of tourism destinations

Abbas et al. Abbas et al. (2020) 2020 Blockchain and machine learning-Based RS for 53 80.5
Smart Pharmaceutical Industry

KiRTi Patel et al. (2020) 2021 integrate deep learning (LSTM) and blockchain 20.96 97.5
for facilitating a trust based RS

algorithms used, targeted application, nature of RS devel-
oped, and also number of users. In this regard, Private-
Rec [87] has achieved the lowest computation time since it
adopts a simple collaborative filtering based RS along with
a simple fully homomorphic encryption algorithm. In terms
of the recommendation accuracy, the performance of all the
frameworks exceeded 80% although there is a significant
difference between the best accuracy achieved by KiRTi
[123], which was 97.5% and the lowest accuracy reached by
Abbas et al. [119], which attained 80.5%.

The decentralized data collection (or knowledge con-
struction) process is highly reliable, since everything is
recorded on blockchain, which makes it transparent, au-
ditable, and tamper resistant. Moreover, different works have
demonstrated that blockchain-based RSs are able to reach
similar accuracy as the centralized schemes, but with much
better efficacy by adopting a fully decentralized architecture
of the blockchain Casino and Patsakis (2019). Moreover,
they enable the preservation of the users’ privacy, which
is a property that is not provided by traditional centralized
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RS engines. However, there are still several limitations and
challenges that should be addressed to improve the quality
of blockchain-based RSs Harris and Waggoner (2019).
3.2. Drawbacks and limitations

Apart from collaborative filtering recommendation al-
gorithms which have been the state-of-the-art RS algo-
rithms for decades, there exist additional approaches, such as
knowledge-based and deep learning ones, which have been
shown to improve performance and can tackle the cold-start
problem of RSs Volkovs et al. (2017); Wei et al. (2017).
Their main drawback is that they require that the training
data are centrally collected and processed, which limits their
applicability on distributed architectures. Apart from a few
works, such as Wang et al. (2019a) that take advantage
of blockchain and smart contracts in order to promote a
collaborative/crowdsourced creation of knowledge for RSs,
and DeepChain Weng et al. (2019) that provides a value-
driven incentive mechanism based on blockchain in order to
allow distributed model training by multiple users, there are
not many works that take full advantage of the blockchain
capabilities.

Understanding the suitability of blockchain for a task is
important for its proper application. RSs perfectly fit this
purpose since: i) knowledge is collaboratively contributed
by many users who need to trust each other, ii) user data
(e.g. ratings or profile information) has to be stored for a
long term, if not permanently, and iii) user data must remain
immutable even for the administrators of the RS in order to
ensure transparency and increase trust.

The latency and scalability issues faced by current
blockchain architectures do not yet allow them to scale up
to thousands of transactions-per-second rates Kuzlu et al.
(2019). This can be an important limitation for web-scale
RSs, such as those employed by social networks Eksombat-
chai et al. (2018); Sharma et al. (2016), which must be able
to handle hundreds of millions of users and billion of items
and preferences that come as streams, and are requested to
provide recommendations in milliseconds.

Moreover, decentralized RSs have been introduced for
solving the problems encountered in traditional RSs that
have a central authority (which operates as a trusted party
with complete control over the RS) via spreading the respon-
sibility and control to the users. However, this can lead to
serious concerns when it comes to disputes or misbehaviour.
Therefore, the identification of potential unfair exchanges
that could occur during the activity between two or different
users is of utmost importance in addition to developing
adequate solutions that can create fair process, such as the
use of atomic swaps inherited from blockchain Lisi et al.
(2020).

Another important issue when using blockchain in RSs
is related to its energy consumption and hence its environ-
mental implication along with its potential negative impact
on climate. Accordingly, the standard process adopted in
the blockchain technology for transactions’ verification us-
ing the proof-of-work process, is “greatly energy hungry”

De Vries (2018), because it needs a vast amount of process-
ing power, and thus electricity, for running related computer
calculations. In this context, the wide utilization of the
blockchain technology can counterbalance climate change
mitigation efforts since electricity is still mainly produced
using fossil fuels worldwide Sedlmeir et al. (2020).
3.3. Open issues

The open issues in the adoption of blockchain in RSs
are mainly related to the blockchain itself Casino et al.
(2019a). First, the sustainability of the blockchain protocol
is challenged by the increased energy consumption of the
PoW consensus algorithm, which brings the need for new
algorithms. Second, the adoption of blockchain is growing,
but there are still businesses that are hesitant, mainly due
to the lack of regulation. Third, the various adopters of
blockchain have created a wide diversity of implementations
that are not inter-operable.

The technological advances in IoT and smartphone de-
vices, have transformed RSs to an integral part of people’s
life within smart cities or smart home environments. The
collected data can range from less sensitive (e.g. implicit or
explicit interests and preferences) to very sensitive personal
information (e.g. location, vital signs, etc). When data is
collected and processed on the cloud, the risk of privacy
violation still exists despite anonymisation Sweeney (2000).
At the same time, public blockchains still have several lim-
itations concerning privacy and confidentiality 3. The use
of anonymisation or encryption-based mechanisms can be
resource demanding and impractical for IoT-based RSs.

Another open issue relates to the dynamic nature of
content used by RSs and the ability of an RS to focus
on fresh information, while forgetting information that is
very old Castells et al. (2015). Although the forgetfulness
property is very important in RSs Zou (2019), it is not
yet incorporated into the blockchain architecture, allowing
outdated transactions to be removed from the ledger. Once
this is solved, it will be beneficial for handling scalability
issues of blockchain based RSs.

4. Future Directions (D)
D1. Scalability in blockchain-based RSs

One main challenge of industrial RSs with billions of
users and items is scalability Zhao et al. (2019). Both the
training and inference parts of the learning process must be
effective and efficient respectively. The solutions can be to
improve the hardware infrastructure, parallelize or distribute
processing, and design more efficient algorithms.

Blockchain may improve the privacy of users and protect
from tampering models and data, but this comes at an
additional processing cost, which raises scalability issues
for the blockchain technology itself. PoW-based blockchains
have a limited transaction throughput of few transactions
per second, which can be improved when only a fixed set
of block validators is employed. Storing models instead of

3https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Weaknesses
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transactions may lower the needs for transaction through-
put, and the use of directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based
blockchain may remove any upper bounds in the transaction
throughput when new transactions arrive fast, which makes
it ideal for IoT applications Cao et al. (2020a).

Sharding, block size increase, and the separation of
signatures from transactions are some of the on-chain tech-
niques that have been used for improving the scalabil-
ity of blockchain. Off-chain solutions include the Light-
ning network, where only the transaction channel opening
is recorded in the main chain and the raiden network,
which supports a variety of transaction types apart from
blockchain. Finally, child and inter-chain solutions take
advantage of additional chains for improving transaction
throughput speed Kim et al. (2018); Xie et al. (2019).

Since blockchain-based RSs rely on decentralized ar-
chitectures, they always have to balance the quality of rec-
ommendations with the communication costs. However, the
integration of RSs with blockchain can scale more efficiently
than traditional RSs, which suffer from the lack of scalability
of singular value decomposition (SVD) and other algo-
rithms. Using locality sensitive hashing (LSH) techniques,
for example, has been proven beneficial for keeping the item
representations (namely signatures) short and allowing fast
similarity computation that is inherent for neighborhood-
based collaborative filtering Casino and Patsakis (2019).
D2. Explainability in RSs

Despite the advances in AI and deep learning and the
improved performance in many tasks, humans still have
the need to interpret and justify the results of any data
driven model. Especially in the case of RSs, researchers have
focused on the justification of recommendations from very
early Symeonidis et al. (2008) and they linked them with the
credibility of the system, the user acceptance and trust.

Explainable RSs provide the end users not only with
recommendations about items or actions, but also with ex-
planations that clarify why these items or actions are rec-
ommended Zhang and Chen (2020). Recently, researchers
demonstrated experimentally that when the mechanism that
triggers recommendations is explained to the end users,
this increases the recommendations’ acceptance rates Sar-
dianos et al. (2021) and can support behavioral change Hors-
Fraile et al. (2019). These recent works employ knowledge
and rule-based recommendations, which make it easier to
understand and explain how the recommendation mecha-
nism works. In model-based algorithms, such as collabo-
rative filtering, the neighborhood-style explanation is easy
and meaningful for the user- and item-based variants (e.g.
“similar users to you also like...”, “this item is similar to
those that you already liked” etc.). However in the case of
latent factor models, such as matrix factorization, and deep
learning models the same formulation may not convey the
reasoning behind the recommendation. Authors in Abdollahi
and Nasraoui (2016) used the distribution of ratings within
the target user’s neighborhood in order to select items that
can be recommended with an explanation.

Blockchain can provide to explainable RSs features like
transparency of transactions or models employed for the
recommendation, immutability of chained blocks, and trace-
ability of non-repudiation. It can also offer smart contracts
that allow business logic to be executed automatically and
with the consensus of nodes. The future of explainable RSs
can be on top of blockchain, in the form of model ensembles,
which generate competing recommendations and allow rule-
based or knowledge-based models, encoded within the smart
contracts to prioritize recommendations and gain user trust,
through a holistic approach that guarantees privacy, security
and explainability in tandem Nassar et al. (2020).
D3. Federated Learning

Federated Learning is a research topic that is quickly
gaining the interest of the machine learning community,
in cases where collaborative training can take place, while
preserving the privacy of nodes that contribute their data
for the task. In the federated learning scenario multiple
parties jointly train a machine learning model, but instead
of exchanging their data as a whole, they exchange data
summaries or even gradients and models Li et al. (2019).

In the case of RSs, federated learning can help in devel-
oping distributed solutions that preserve data privacy and
security. As described in Yang et al. (2020) federation in
RSs can be horizontal (i.e. items are shared between parties),
vertical (i.e. parties share the same user set but different item
set or feature spaces) or transfer where neither items nor
users are shared among parties. The latter approach takes
advantage of the transfer learning approach Pan and Yang
(2009), where a model is trained on a party using the local
data of this party and then it is reused as the starting point
for the model that is trained by the other party.

Blockchain can be used to enhance the resilience of fed-
erated learning architectures and avoid tampering of models.
The BLADE-FL framework Li et al. (2020a) is a blockchain-
based federated learning model, where all clients train their
models locally, then encrypt and share them into a pool of
models. Only verified models are aggregated in the clients,
and the verified models are in a block which is published
only when a consensus is reached. New blocks are created
and added to the chain at the end of each communication
round. The client consensus mechanism makes BLADE-FL
tamper-resisted, and the model federation preserves privacy.
The solution can be easily adapted to support federated RSs
that exchange locally trained models.
D4. Cooperative Computing in blockchain-based RSs

The term “cooperative computing” was initially coined
for highly distributed computing schemes, which employ
machine cycles from thousands of computers for solving
tasks Borcea et al. (2002); Hegering et al. (1994). Since
mobile, edge, and fog computing have become popular,
this highly distributed computing paradigm has re-emerged
in order to provide more energy efficient solutions Sheng
et al. (2015). The blockchain technology requires tremen-
dous computational power, which still makes it impossible
for fog networks. However, cooperative computing seems
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to offer a promising solution that leverages the compu-
tational burden. Authors in Wu and Ansari (2020) have
introduced a blockchain for fog node clusters, which demon-
strates reduced power consumption and need fewer stor-
age space. They employed it to improve security in each
cluster through shared (among the cluster nodes) access
control lists (ACL). In the proposed implementation older
blocks are deleted to keep the chain length constant and
the nodes work cooperatively to validate blocks instead of
competing like miner nodes do in other blockchains. Similar
paradigms are provided in Mendis et al. (2020), which
illustrates a decentralized, secure, and privacy-preserving
computing paradigm for asynchronous cooperative comput-
ing amongst scattered and untrustworthy computing nodes
with limited resources, and in Fu et al. (2019) that presents
an energy-efficiency aware architecture of cooperative com-
puting (CC) to blockchain-based IoT.

The cluster-based blockchain presented in Wu and Ansari
(2020) can be used for scaling up blockchain-based RSs,
without inflating the need for resources. Nodes in a local
level (e.g. based on their spatial or social proximity) can
share preferences and ratings in the blockchain of their
cluster and selectively grant or revoke access to other nodes
using their common ACL, which is also stored in the cluster
blockchain. Nodes that frequently interact with each other
will always be in the same cluster, whereas a node that
stops interacting with the cluster, will soon loose access
to the cluster resources and data. Authors in Liang et al.
(2019) describe a similar approach, though without the
use of blockchain, for their trust-based recommendation
scheme for a vehicular cyber physical systems network. The
cooperative computing approach is employed for validating
the credibility of user provided data and recommendations.
D5. Blockchain-based RS on edge/fog devices: Open chal-
lenges

Despite the wide adoption of blockchain in finance and
its rapid expansion in many more application domains (e.g.,
in logistics and healthcare), it is still underutilised in mobile
and IoT services. The main reason for this is the limited com-
putational capacity of IoT and mobile devices, in conjunction
with the power resources that blockchain tasks may require.

Smart cities, smart homes Damianou et al. (2019) and
autonomous vehicles Fu et al. (2020) have already attracted
the interest of researchers on IoT and edge or fog computing.
Current research focuses on optimising the performance in
the core tasks of each domain, and still relies on centralized
or cloud based solutions for issues related to privacy, secu-
rity, robustness and resilience to noise and attacks. Federated
learning allows to train more resilient models and protect the
privacy and security on the edge.

A combination of off-chain storage of data in P2P dis-
tributed systems that allow edge devices to easily connect
and disconnect at any time, with a blockchain that stores the
hashes of data locations or the trained models, can be a viable
solution for edge-based federated learning Zhao et al. (2020).
Smart home and consumption monitoring applications can
be benefited from the privacy that edge computing for IoT

with blockchain can provide Xiong et al. (2018). In this
setup, IoT devices can sense, communicate, and exchange
information with each other and with the RS, which may
run on the cloud. Edge computing devices in radio access
networks can provide local computing power, and solve
encryption, hashing, and recommendation tasks Sun et al.
(2020).

Fog-based RSs Wang et al. (2019b) have to address
the information overload issue, which can be performed by
abstracting the useful information from the fog environment.
In addition, fog-architectures have limited computing and
storage capabilities and low service latency. New algorithms
need to be designed, that provide recommendations of high
quality and in the same time optimize the system perfor-
mance. The algorithms must balance between sharing and
processing (e.g. abstracting) data locally and uploading data
to the cloud for further processing.
D6. Reinforcement learning for blockchain-based RS

Usually, RSs can be considered as classifiers or predic-
tors in which recommendation task has a sequential nature.
In this context, a RS can be represented as a Markov de-
cision process (MDP), where reinforcement learning (RL)
algorithms can be deployed for solving it Arulkumaran et al.
(2017); Zhao et al. (2018). Typically, the combination of
RL and deep learning has led to the paradigm of deep
reinforcement learning (DRL), which can be used in the rec-
ommendation problem with massive state and action spaces.
To that end, an increasing attention is devoted recently to
RL-based and DRL-based RSs Huang et al. (2021); Lei
et al. (2020). The reader can refer to Gupta and Katarya
(2021b) for more details, where the authors have discussed
various DRL-based RSs, highlighted their pros and cons and
identified their major challenges.

On the other hand, an incentive mechanism plays an es-
sential role for the functionalities of permissionless blockchain-
based RSs by incentivizing users for running and secur-
ing underlying consensus protocols. Thus, the design of
an incentive-compatible mechanism is a great challenge.
However, although the advantages of using blockchain in
RSs in terms of security and privacy, a large number of
public blockchain based RSs still utilize incentive mecha-
nisms that have poorly understandable and largely untested
characteristics. To that end, DRL can be deployed for
analyzing attacks on incentive mechanisms of blockchain-
based RSs. In this regard, SquirRL is proposed in Hou
et al. (2019) to automate attack analysis on blockchain
incentive mechanisms with DRL. While in Jameel et al.
(2020), a RL technique is used for addressing some of a set
of challenging problems blockchain-enabled IoT networks,
e.g. the transaction throughput enhancement and block time
minimization and.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we present a comprehensive survey of

blockchain-based RSs. We employ a specific taxonomy to
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to offer a promising solution that leverages the compu-
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based RSs by incentivizing users for running and secur-
ing underlying consensus protocols. Thus, the design of
an incentive-compatible mechanism is a great challenge.
However, although the advantages of using blockchain in
RSs in terms of security and privacy, a large number of
public blockchain based RSs still utilize incentive mecha-
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characteristics. To that end, DRL can be deployed for
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describe existing blockchain-based RS frameworks with ref-
erence to different aspects including security and privacy
challenges, characteristics and working concept, blockchain
potential impact, and types of blockchain-based RSs and
applications. We discuss the limitations and open issues
before deriving a set of future directions that can help in
improving the quality of blockchain-based RSs. Considering
the striking features of blockchain, it is possible to imple-
ment efficient decentralized RSs with comparable accuracy
as centralized RSs, which will preserve data privacy and
guarantee security of sensitive information.

Therefore, we focused on outlining how to develop RSs
while dealing with users’ personal data right and privacy,
increasing the security against malicious attacks and increas-
ing the trust of the users in the recommendations engines.
Typically, blockchain has been presented as a promising
solution that can be embedded in RSs to to bring responses
to the open questions, especially those related to security
and privacy preservation. Therefore, blockchain can signif-
icantly help in improving the recommendation frameworks
by ensuring the security, integrity of data, confidentiality and
accessibility.

Finally, it is worth noting that developing decentralized
blockchain-based RSs can also raise some concerns, e.g. in
case of disputes or misbehaviour between users. Therefore,
the development of appropriate solutions that can create fair
processes should be investigated in the near future, e.g. using
atomic swaps inherited from blockchain.
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